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2023 / 2024 Membership fees 
We've again managed to keep a cap on 
expenses in running MFNZ this year so the 
fees for 2023 / 2024 will remain the same 
as last year. 
The fees schedule is available on the 
MFNZ website MFNZ  Membership fees. 
Both the Palmerston North Aeroneers and 
the Levin Model Aeroplane Clubs subs are 
on the back page of this newsletter. 
 

Due date is 1 April 2023.  This is Associa-
tion due date so payment to clubs would be 
appreciated at least a week prior, but obvi-
ously asap is great! 
2023 / 2024 Membership cards 
The paper based cards seemed to have 
worked OK.  I might look into distributing 
some plastic credit card sleeves to you all 
for next year.  That would solve the issue of 
the bulging wallet destroying the card 
New Memberships from January 2023 
A reminder that new memberships from 
January 2023 can pay the full 2023 / 2024 
fee and be covered for the full financial 
year.   

This is applicable to all clubs affiliated with Model 
Flying New Zealand and a summary of the email 

from  
Paul Clegg - Administration-Membership 

MFNZ Affiliation: Palmerston North 
Aeroneers 

Competition Days  
Resume this 

month. 
 

5 March 
2 metre glider 

 
12 March 

Vintage/Tomboy 
 

19 March 
Radian 

 

Levin Glider Fun Fly - 18 February 2023  - Thank you to all for taking part in this event 

 
Levin Glider Day 

Fun Fly - 

February 18 

 

A great day had 

by all - lets do it 

again! 

http://modelflyingnz.org/membersinfo.html
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Bring 
your own 

Picnic 
 

12 March 
Midday onwards 

 

Bring your family, a 
picnic - a drink -  

cutlery etc. 
(bbq will be lit for cook-

ing if required) 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun 

  1 2 

Reserve day 

3 4 

General flying 

5 

2 Metre Glider 

6 

 

7 

Mid week flying.  

8 

 

9 

Reserve day 

10 

 

11 

General flying 

12 

Vintage/Tomboy 

13 14 

Mid week flying 

15 

 

16 

Reserve day 

17 

 

18 

General flying 

19 

Radian 

20 

 

21 

Mid week flying 

22 

 

23 

Reserve day 

24-  

 

25 

General flying 

26 

General flying 

27 

 

28 

Mid week flying.  

29 30 

Reserve day 

31   

We have a few things  
happening. 

 
Club BYO family picnic 

12 March 
 

Gareth Newton Memorial Vintage Event 
18 March  - rain wind day 25 March 

 
Remember Subs are due 

31 March 

 
 
 

 

Please check  
for event dates 

and  
information.  

 
Levin: 
https://
www.sporty.co.nz/
Levinmodelplanes/ 
 
Levin Weather  
Camera: 
https://holfuy.com/en/
weather/1073 
 
MFNZ: 
https://
www.modelflyingnz.org/ 
 
 

Important 
Information 

 
Bob Burling Memorial 13 May - rain/wind day 27 May 

John Selby Memorial16 September rain-wind day 30 September 

Gareth Newton Memorial 18 March -  

rain/wind day 25 March 

Vintage 
Events 

At Levin 
All very 
welcome 

Last  
Saturday 

flying 

Events from other regions on page 7  
including  

Kapiti Modellers Annual Rally - 12 March 

Expo. 



Kevin Daly 
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We have enjoyed success this month with a couple 
of events which have been planned for a while now. 

The first was the glider fun fly day which was held 
on Saturday 18th after several months of weather 
related postponements.  Our very patient weather 
forecaster, Stew Cox, spotted this day arriving      
despite the terrible weather hammering communities 
in the North and Eastern in the North Island.  Our 
glider pilots had dusted off a wide variety of models 
and we were treated to the sight of blue sky and 
groups of flyers sharing good Levin thermals.  The 
spectacle of models soaring up on the bungee,     
catapulting off the winch and even hand launching 
was enjoyed by all.  I have not seen so many cars in 
the carpark for a long time.   

Thanks to all those who flew and to the organisers, I 
am sure we will do this again. 

We also participated in the Hobby and Craft Expo 
which was held at the Levin Events Centre as a  
fundraiser for the Cancer Society.  This was the first 
time the organiser had run this event and we were 

unsure as to how we would go and what would be 
involved.  From slow beginnings and with some  
gentle encouragement from Linda we presented a 
high quality display with a large number of club 
members filling the slots representing the club 
in showcasing our hobby.  Thanks to Linda and all 
who helped by providing models and their time on 
Friday to set up the display.  Also thanks to all those 
who represented the club during the two days of the 
expo and chatted to the public.  There was a feeling 
that some who visited the display would visit us at 
the field in the future. 

Our club has been very fortunate to have escaped 
the damaging weather which has hit parts of the 
country lately.  Spare a thought for those clubs who 
have a big clean up before they can fly and those 
flyers who have had their homes damaged.  I wish 
you a speedy recovery. 

Have a great March. 

Cheers Kevin 

Hobby and Craft Expo 

Thank you  
to everyone who set up the display, lent their aircraft and manned the display. 
 
It was a learning curve for the current club and we were flying blind on Friday morning to set up.  We      
increased our site area and included everything from free flight to jets, from gliders to helicopters.  I am sure 
the members manning the stand heard some interesting stories, I was a modeller once, do these fly, where 
do you get plans from - a multitude of questions.  We may or not get feedback but at least the effort was 
made and, in my biased opinion, looked the most interesting of the stalls on display.  Thank you again for 
making it happen. 



Maurice Job 
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And so we embark again on a new Club year. Hopefully this year we will not see the weather pattern that 
impacted our flying last year. Admittedly we got off to a pretty soggy start, but the field was unaffected, 
even though the riverside drive required some urgent attention. Merv George and I had the roadway usable 
on the Thursday, but Dave, the farm Manager had done more work by the Sunday morning and the roadway 
is all good again. Thanks Dave. 

The AGM passed without a murmur. The 2022 committee was re-elected en masse without opposition and 
those who wished to stand aside have taken up the reins again. For completeness it is: 

• President  Maurice Job 

• Secretary  Tama Randell 

• Treasurer  Greg Findon 

• Club Captain Tama Randell 

• Committee Len Ruby, Peter Vining, Merv George 

Linda is our editor once more, thanks Linda for a great Newsletter. 

One person we definitely need as soon as possible is Contest organiser for Vintage, please contact me if you 
want to take this on. 

Subs were kept the same and all members will have received their invoice for this year. Please pay without 
delay so Greg can record memberships with Model Flying NZ. 

The club funds will be under a bit of pressure this year, already we have had some surprise expenditure on 
the roadway, and there are some expected costs this year on the defibrillator. The club is financially sound, 
but the funds we have are our hedge against losses (we are self-insuring) and unexpected operating costs. 

By our 2025 AGM, we need to have in place some new provisions in the Club constitution which are required 
by the Incorporated Societies authorities. We cannot avoid these changes, so this year the committee are 
undertaking a review of the current constitution. The outcome of this work will be released for discussion this 
year, we hope to have it finalised ready for the 2024 AGM so it can be accepted by vote and will be in place 
by the deadline. 

We have just heard from the farm that the paddock will not be cut for hay, so the electric fence will be      
reinstated this week. Also, a working B will be organized to do some maintenance on the clubhouse,         
including painting it. 

Meantime, make the most of the summer get some flying in, see you at the field 

Maurice 

 

Beautiful morning at the 
field, as seen on 
Facebook. 



First off a thank you to those that attended the AGM. 
Special thanks to Greg for taking on the treasurer 
role yet again… As usual it was the same people that 
have raised their hands for keeping the club running. 
Disappointing but not surprising… 

On a plus note the inclement weather that we have 
had hasn’t managed to make it into the field, just the 
track needed a bit of work. You can really see how 
high and strong the river was. NZ really has pissed 
off mother nature for how we are getting          
hammered… Thank you to the members that     

managed to clean up the roadway ready for flying 
the following Sunday. It was a very nice day with 
only a slight breeze. 

Subs are now due and you should have received an 
email from Greg about this. Please pay promptly as it 
makes it easier to do a bulk payment to MFNZ. 

Not long to go for the Saturday fly days so make 
sure you utilise them if the weather is good! 

See you at the field 

CC and Sec 
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Tama Randell 

water bottle,  
sunscreen,  

sunhat, sun glasses -  
cover up 

 
Skin Cancer is Real 

PNA 
Club 
Fuel 

 

Methanol $2.75 litre 

Nitro $35.75 litre 

Oil $26.40 litre 
Please check with Greg Findon for Stock              

Quantity.  

Payment by Direct Credit into Club  
Account.  

Remember 
Safety Is  

No Accident. 
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Each club website 
is regularly  
updated. 

 
Please check  

for event dates and  
information.  

 
Palmerston North: 
https://
www.aeroneers.com/ 
 
Levin: 
https://www.sporty.co.nz/
Levinmodelplanes/ 
 
Levin Weather  
Camera: 
https://holfuy.com/en/
weather/1073 
 
MFNZ: 
https://
www.modelflyingnz.org/ 
 

Please check them out 

Important 
Information 

 

Linda Lambess 

Model Aircraft history: 
 

Control Line model aircraft are designed to be flown 
on a wire or wires in a circular path around the    
aeromodeler. The wires, connected to a handle,  
allow the pilot to control the model along the pitch 
axis. 
Development of Control Line model aircraft began 
with tethered models that were flown around a 
fixed anchor point. In 1879, Victor Tatin        
demonstrated a compressed-air-powered aircraft on 
a specially   constructed circular pad in Chalais-
Meudon, France. 

Our thoughts are extended to those modellers and model clubs who have been 
affected by the recent NZ weather events. Thank you to the hundreds of  peo-
ple who have gone out to help those in need, often leaving their own problems 
at home.   

Thank you to Kevin for driving the expo display.  This type of event is a lot of 
work - not only behind the scenes but also talking to people asking a multitude 
of questions.  Thank for you for your time and effort. 

As you know it is sub time again and thanks to all those who have paid.  Any-
one interested in joining the Levin club as an associate member, flick me an 
email and I shall send out the membership form. It is just $30.  Membership 
form.   

Several club members and families have recently had or are still undergoing 
health issues - take care, and remember to look after yourself.  Speedy recov-
ery. 

We have the Gareth Newton event coming up on the 18th - will see you there! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Found on Glider day at the Levin Strip, outside un-
der the bench seat. 

If they are yours, they are dirty but  
undamaged and in the clubrooms. 

New date for  
Wings over Wairarapa -  

November 24 - 26 November 2023 

MFNZ name badges: 
Please let me know if you are interested in a name 

badge. 

Two model profiles, the Airtruk built and flown by Ashhurst member, Gary    
Wilson and Medina glider belonging to Stew Cox.  Thanks, these make for   in-
teresting reading. 
The Aeroneers have some rules concerning their 2 metre glider competitions on 
the first Sunday of each month.  These are explained and I have  attached the 
MFNZ pdf relating to this with this email. 
The Levin glider day was a huge success and we look forward to having the 
event again.   
The helicopter fly in at Stratford had a few of our club members attend, it was 
great but the highlight for me was the tour of Beck’s Helicopters in Eltham.   
Remember this is your newsletter - my job is just to put it all together so 
please let me know if you have something of interest to other members.  
Thank you again to Ross for the use of his photos - they are appreciated.  

Linda 

Editors note: 

https://www.aeroneers.com/
https://www.aeroneers.com/
https://www.sporty.co.nz/Levinmodelplanes/
https://www.sporty.co.nz/Levinmodelplanes/
https://holfuy.com/en/weather/1073
https://holfuy.com/en/weather/1073
https://www.modelflyingnz.org/
https://www.modelflyingnz.org/
mailto:levinmodelclub@gmail.com?subject=membership%20
mailto:levinmodelclub@gmail.com?subject=membership%20
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Aeroneers  
Summer  
Flying.  

 

Saturdays and  
Sundays,   

 
finishing 25th March.   

 

Mid-week flying  
stays as is. 

Vintage 
Events: 

 

 

Gareth  
Newton  

Memorial 
18 March -  
rain/wind 

day  
25 March 

 
 

Bob  
Burling  

Memorial 
13 May -  
rain/wind 

day  
27 May 

 
John  
Selby  

Memorial 
16 September  

rain-wind 
day  

30 September 
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Attention all - 
* Glider Guys 

* Soarer Souls 

* Bungee Jumpers 

* Others 

My responsibility within Aeroneers, being that of 2m 
Glider Contest Director, behoves me to read again 
the MFNZ Soaring Rules and in particular those 
rules that relate to Bungee Launched 2m Glider 
Contests. 

Please dial up - {www.modelflyingnz.org/docs/
comprules/S05-Soar-F5K.pdf} and follow me on 
pages #3 and #30 

The rules as published by MFNZ shall apply to      
Aeroneers 2m Glider Contests except as modified 
for Aeroneers as follows:- 

Page 3  

1.4 NUMBER OF MODELS, OWNERSHIP AND OPER-
ATION.  

1.4.1 Unless otherwise specified in class rules, the 
competitor may use a maximum of two models in a 
contest and may combine any parts of the models 
provided the resultant complies with the required 
characteristics of 1.2. 1.4.2 The competitor must 
own the model(s) flown, but is not required to have 
built them. 1.4.3 A model may be flown in a contest 
by only one competitor.   

1.4 modified for Aeroneers:- 

Any Contestant may use Aeroneers' Vista Glider   
either for every flight or as a spare in case of    
damage to his own Glider. 

1.6 Official Flight. 

This means that if the Glider detaches from the 

bungee early then there is no allowance for a      
repeat launch.  The flight time, from bungee      
release, and any landing points will still be counted. 

Page 30  

3.7.1 The Model 

2m Gliders  flown in Aeroneers' contests shall use 
two servos for Rudder and Elevator control          
only.  Spoilers may not be used. 

 3.7.3 Flying   

Aeroneers' contests will normally consist of three 
flights of three, four and five minutes target       
durations. 

3,7,3 (b) Henceforth any Contestant may choose to 
nominate to which target time he or she will        
allocate each flight.  Thus, for example, if a       
Contestant decides that his Glider has sufficient    
altitude, he or she may choose to continue that 
flight to a longer target time than originally         
intended.  The Contestant must then allocate that 
flight to his or her chosen target time before      
attempting another flight. 

This coming Sunday 5 March. 

Notwithstanding that the forecast is not presently 
conducive to Glider flying, there will be other       
handicaps to a contest this Sunday.  The grass will 
not be mown and removed for hay, but will be 
chewed down over time by black beasts.  Thus we 
will have to work around long grass, curious cows 
and green patties.  It may be possible to use the 
paddock North of Modelport, but we will have to 
consider options on Sunday.  Depending on the 
wind direction, trees may be an additional problem. 

Sustained Soaring 

Bruce Woodfield  

Contest Director 

Submitted by Bruce Woodfield 

Next contest Sunday 5 March. 
The pdf referred to is attached to Servo Chatter email. 

 

Reminder! 
The Club's Vista is always ready and available for use by  

anyone who wants to participate in the competition.   
The Vista can be used by several members on any one day and also  

by any member whose own Glider is not flyable for a second or third flight. 
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An initiative by the Levin Club to promote RC soaring 
at both the club and in the region culminated in an 
open invite to the inaugural Levin Glider Fun Day.  
As the Levin Club had historically been a soaring 
stronghold back in the days of Cirrus’s, Aquila’s, 
Olympics, Sagitta’s, etc, the intention was to        
resurrect the good old days and promote a day 
when members and visitors dusted off gliders that in 
some cases hadn’t seen the light of day for months 
or in many cases years.   

Initial attempts to run the day late Spring and early 
Summer resulted in three postponements due to 
rough weather.  We were beginning to wonder if the 
event was doomed when the lead up to the fourth 
advertised date coincided with the tragic and       
devastating cyclone that hit much of the North     
Island.  Our hearts go out to the people affected. 

As things turned out, Levin and the west coast of 
the lower North Island were shielded from the worst 
of the extreme weather by the Tararuas and by    
midweek, it was apparent that high pressure would 
be centred over the area for the proposed date so 
the decision was made to proceed. 

Saturday 18 February dawned fine and calm at the 
Levin flying site with just a light sea breeze kicking 
in late morning that continued through most of the 
afternoon.  The latter certainly helped those      
launching with the bungee.  Thermal activity       
became quite strong by late morning and it          
remained that way until late in the day.  Perfect    
conditions for thermal soaring at a field that is     
perfect for this aspect of our hobby!   

The event was well supported with 24 people flying 
soarers of all shapes and sizes on the day.  There 
were five clubs represented and Dave Crook was the 
farthest travelled driving down from Waverley in the 
Taranaki for the day.  Seventeen of the fliers were 
members of the Levin Club, seven being Associate 
members from other lower North Island clubs.  So 
the initiative to revive glider flying at the Levin Club 
was a great success. 

There was a wide variety of models that came out of 
the woodwork and were flown.  Many people 
brought along multiple models and there were over 
40 gliders that took to the air at some stage of the 
day.  Models flown ranged from older designs such 
as Gentle Lady, Olympic, Aquila, Spirit, Stratus and 
Mini Challenger to name a few, foam designs such 
as Phoenix, Radian (many of these), Bixler and    
Excalibur, more modern models with built up wings 
such as Medina, Maribu 2.75 and Gracia 3.1 both 

18 February 2023 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Event report by Stew Cox and Kevin Daly.  Photos by Ross Gray 

Paul Robertson put in some good flights with his tissue      
covered design from the Aeromodeller plans.  Nice FMS      
Minimoa too. 

Stu Hubbard's laid back approach typified the spirit of the 
Glider Fun Day 
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being Top Model designs, full carbon mouldies such as eMaxa, Estrella, Icon and Psyco, discus launch gliders 
(DLG - mainly Snipes and a Yoda), and an F5K (electric DLG type model) Fury.  Wing spans ranged from less 
than a metre up to 4 metres and launching by electric motor, winch, bungee and   discus hand launch were 
all in evidence concurrently.  

At one stage we counted 10 models in the air at once but with plenty of airspace at Levin, there was plenty 
of room for many to enjoy relaxed flying in the wide open airspace at the same time together. 

Levin junior Dominic Moyle had his first experience of thermal soaring and went home with a new to him 
Gentle Lady and a smile on his face. 

As well as some models that hadn’t had an airing for many years, there were some new models maidened.  
John Ellison from Kapiti successfully maidened his 3.5 metre wingspan Sunbird which was designed by Dave 
Thornburg of Bird of Time fame.  Stew Cox also maidened his Medina, a 2M    e-RES ARF model that he 
completed the night     before the event and which flew incredibly well after very minor elevator trim adjust-
ments.   

Lunch time saw the traditional Levin Club Sausage Sizzle which was kindly put on by Levin stalwarts Linda 
Lambess and Ivan Huntley.  Many thanks both and great to see both of you progressing well after your 
health issues. 

This was the first time that the Levin Club had run a day quite like this for gliders and based on the feedback 
and apparent success, it will likely become an annual event.  

Thanks to all the fliers who supported the event and made for a great day. 

Joe Bradbury looks happy with his Spirit flight 

Bryan Treloar with his electrified Aquila 
John Curtis flying his full house glass ship while Lawrence 
observes 

Ivan and Jack enjoy the sun with Jack also putting in 
some good flights 

Kevin Daly launching his Aquila Grande on the bungee 
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Des Richards launches his Radian while Kevin 
Daly and others bend their necks skywards 

Dominic Moyle with his Gentle Lady 

Dominic Moyle's Gentle Lady climbing 
on the bungee as Kevin Daly's Aquila 
Grande soars in a thermal overhead. 

Ross Gray on the other end of 
the camera lens with his Radian. 

Peter Hancox with his Phoenix 

Warren Whitcher 
about to release 
hisStratus Sports on 
the bungee 

The car park stretched as far as the eye could see 
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As there seemed to be a bit of interest in my        
Medina model that I maidened at the Levin Glider 
Fun Day, I have done a brief review here for those 
who may be interested. 

Two Metre E-RES models are by definition a        
relatively simple design using only rudder, elevator 
and spoiler and utilise a small electric motor to 
climb.  They are mainly constructed with balsa and 
carbon is only allowed for the likes of the tail boom, 
spar and leading edge.  So no carbon full house 
mouldies here and the class also lends itself to 
those that might like to design or build their own.  
They are really the next step up from a Radian and 
as good as the Radian is, the Medina and the like fly 
much better with a floating yet penetrating glide.  
This class is becoming very popular around the 
world and is a great way to go now that Radians are 
no longer manufactured. 

I assembled my Medina from an ARF kit obtained 
from Joe Wurts as the Soaring SIG had brought in a 
small number of kits to encourage the development 
of the class.  The Soaring SIG clearly sees 2 metre E
-RES as the competition entry level class with the 
phase out of Radians.  2M E-RES kits and ARF’s are 
becoming increasingly available and we will no 
doubt continue to see new designs as time goes on 
such is the appeal of the class.   

The Medina was designed by Marcus Stent from 
Australia and is kitted by Armsoar in the United 
States.  It is based on the OZeRES 2 model which 
Marcus sells on his Performance Models website 
along with the Medina which he is the agent for in 
Australia and for NZ.  My Medina all up flying weight 
is 429 grams which is very light for a two metre 
model.  My model is powered by an Armsoar 1806 T 
motor which comes with an ESC already attached 
and set up with brake for the folding prop.  I’m     
using a 6 x 3 prop which really lets the motor     
unwind and is capable of taking the Medina up near 
vertical from where it floats like a butterfly, not two 
surprising given the a clean model and wing loading 
just under 4.5oz/sq ft…..  I purchased a couple of 
GNB 550mah 90C lipos from GNB 550MAH 3S 11.1V 
90C XT30 LiPo Battery Pack - Quad Junkie  Drone 
suppliers are a great source of small grunty lipos 
with narrow shapes that fit streamlined fuselages 
like the Medina.  Despite using a battery with 
100mah larger capacity than the recommended size, 
the CG came out a bit behind the recommended 
position but I will leave it there for now as I was 
happy with how it performed in a dive test.  Servos 
are the tiny KST X06 which pack a punch with 1.5kg 
torque from their 6 gram frame.  Wing section is 
similar to the AG series but I understand that     
Marcus has modified the airfoils, particularly at the 
tips to enable safe tight turning.  The only          
modification I made was to use a 3D printed nose 
cone that Kevin Botherway kindly provided me 
which makes for a much stronger front end for 
landing.  It only took me an evening to assemble 
my Medina ARF and it is clearly a quality kit.   

The model is available in kit form from Performance 
Models for A$325 or A$655 for the ARF version. 

Medina KIT – 2m RES (build as pure glider or     
electric version) – PERFORMANCE MODELS 

By  
Stew Cox 
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The following is the Levin Vintage Programme for 2023.  Mark the dates on your calendar.  The first event is 
the Gareth Newton Memorial on 18 March.  
  

Levin Vintage Programme 2023 
  
Gareth Newton Memorial, Saturday 18 March, Wind date Saturday 25 March 
  
Bob Burling Memorial, Saturday 13 May, Wind date Saturday 27 May 
  
John Selby Memorial,  Saturday 16 September, Wind date Saturday 30 Septem-
ber 
  

Details for all events: 
  
Levin MAC flying site, Tararua Road. 
  
9.30am start.  Any RC Vintage or Classical Classes may be flown.  Precision is normally the most popular 
event.  We can help you if unsure of the basic rules – just sing out as this is all about having fun.  Sport    
flying of Vintage models and small field Vintage Free Flight also welcome. 
  
No entry fees or prizes.  This is a low key fun get together of like-minded Vintage fliers. 
  
BBQ – The Levin MAC normally runs a sausage sizzle at lunchtime at purely nominal cost so bring a few 
coins. 
  
Postponements – Any postponement decisions will be ad-
vised  
on the Levin Club website Levin Model Aeroplane Club - Home 
(sporty.co.nz) and via the Vintage Email List which Stew Cox 
uses to provide reminders and updates concerning these 
events.  If you aren’t on the Vintage Email List and want to be 
added, send Stew your email address Flierstew@gmail.com 
  
Weather – If unsure on the day, consult the Levin MAC 
weather station at https://holfuy.com/en/weather/1073 rather 
than making a call based on your local 
weather as Levin has a much better microclimate for model 
flying than anywhere else in the lower North Island west of the 
main divide.  Feel free to ring Stew if unsure. 

 
Want to know more? Ask Bernard Scott,  
scott.scott@xtra.co.nz to be added to the  
AVANZ News email list.This excellent NZ 
publication is free, jammed packed with 

build articles, plans and information about     
current Vintage activities and comes out                 

six times per annum. 

Back  
issues  

 
Can be found  
on the Model 

Flying NZ  
website 

https://www.modelflyingnz.org/sigs/vintage.html 

All information to obtain your wings badge 
for power, gliders, helicopters, turbines/jets, multirotor can 

be found on the MFNZ website. 
https://www.modelflyingnz.org/wingsscheme/home.html 

 

Gareth Newton  
Memorial 

18 March -  
rain/wind day  

25 March   

Bob Burling  
Memorial 
13 May -  

rain/wind day  
27 May 

John Selby  
Memorial 

16 September -  
rain-wind day  
30 September. 

Vintage events being held at Levin 

For any further details please contact joint organisers  
Stew Cox– 027 548 1894, Flierstew@gmail.com or  
Bryan Treloar 0204 147 6917, bryan_treloar@hotmail.com 

mailto:scott.scott@xtra.co.nz?subject=Avanz%20mag%20request%20via%20Servo%20Chatter
https://www.modelflyingnz.org/wingsscheme/home.html
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Thanks to the club for the kind invite and hosting for 
the day. I enjoyed getting out of my usual flying    
bubble to interact with other fliers in the wider     
community. 

Yes, it is possible to fly 'large models' from the Levin 
site. The Airtruk is a STOL type aircraft capable of 
short field ops in capable hands. I paced out the strip 
at 70 meters and considered it marginal not for     
takeoff but for landing which required operating right 
on the edge of the envelope for this model. A few 
missed approaches and eventual 'arrivals' allowed me 
to dial in and get things comfortable. 

For aerobats, warbirds or those not practiced at    
extremely low speed approaches another 30 meters 
would increase the comfort factor. 

The approach demands discipline for sure but the 
site is entirely suitable for this style of aircraft. 

This story requires a little lead in. 

An outstanding modeler and agricultural aviator took 
me under his wing when I was a pimply, all knowing 
upstart, fascinated by all things aviation. 

This man introduced me to the 400 Fletcher, 100   
octane and the dust of a number of fertiliser bins 
around the Wairarapa. Of course it was hopeless. I 
developed a love of Ag aircraft, this man and the 
people who surrounded him. The Airtruk had been a 
significant part of his flying career almost taking his 
life on one occasion. This man overcame that     
challenge to continue flying and mastering his       
machines.  

Inspiring stuff indeed. 

Lew Woods, cups of tea, krispys and big yarns led to 
the discussion around Airtruks. Of course we talked 
up a big game for a few years until I called him out 
and then he bluffed me ending in a double bluff! 

A set of plans were acquired as a basic start point 
and I constructed a 
plug to be moulded 
by Lew. Two sets of 
fuz, cowl and upper 
decks were         
produced and 
shares purchased in 
a balsa forest. A bit 
of gumshoe work 
located the remains 
of one of the 'Truks' 
he flew back in the 
day at the back of a 
community Church 

in Featherston. 

18 months later a pair were on the strip under the 
scrutiny of another role model in my life Rene       
Redmond and his son-in-law, Tarquin. 

After some birthing difficulties and rejigs, both 
achieved certification.  

The models flew together just once at Clareville 
which remains a very special memory for me. 

Transavia PL12 Airtruk T300 (Sky Farmer)
developed from the PL11 Waitomo Airtruk.  
AKA 'The mango pip' 

Target of mockery by fellow pilots and teasing by 
small children.  

Horribly awkward on the ground but unbeatable in 
the air at the time able to carry it's own weight in 
fert. 

Span and weight: 142 inches, and certified for 
33kg wet + 2 kg full hopper but will easily do 8kg 
super/lime if re-certed. 

Engine DLE111 on cannisters, 1.5 Lt fuel. Aver-
age 15 min flight leaves 50% fuel remaining as much 
of the flight is very much reduced power. 

This model has accumulated in excess of 50 hours 
flight time.  

Time taken to build from scratch as there is no kit: 
18 months to build two. 

Scratch built primarily referencing photographs and 
the physical remains of CVC located in the back of a 
community centre in Featherston. Some basic outline 
drawn from NZAP 120 inch plans scaled to 142     
inches however structurally redesigned utilizing    
unconventional materials. 

In fact this the third of three built. Two were built 
concurrently and collaboratively over an 18 month 
period-one for myself and one for Lew who provided 

composite expertise, 
real world facts and 
not        insignificant 
funding and moral 
support in this       
project. 

Lews' now graces his 
workshop after his 
passing as a scale 
representation of 
CVA which he flew            
extensively out of 
Masterton during his 
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agricultural flying career. 

The second (mine) met its demise at the 73rd Nats 
scale event as a result of a spectacular midair       
collision. Complete loss apart from the U/C and radio 
system. 

And that is where the Airtruk story was to end.... 

....but for a persistent and stubborn Woods who 
planted the seed for a third build. "Too soon No:1, 
we have the fuz molds. Crack out another and fly the 
pants off it. It's an important part of NZ aviation    
history and needs to be flown". Lews wife Jill       
pestered me as well and that stuck with me. 

"Nope, never again" said his nibs. But such an       
unusual model wouldn't go quietly into the night. 

Of course I was in mourning but a month later it 
started again with a boot in the arse and bunch of 
new ideas and techniques. 

Glass fus, cowl and upper decks were laid up. 

Wings of blue foam ribs, aluminium double box spars 
with blue foam shear webs and composite skins 
made in house using 3mm pvc foam and glass quill 
vacuumed into sheets on a glass table. Light, strong, 
seam free, paint ready and puncture resistant all 
bonded onto internal structure with poly glue. 

These alternative methods were inspired by the     
extraordinary cost and fragility of balsa wood and the 
desire to depart from traditional large model       
construction  techniques. 

In fact the only balsa in the entire model is in the tail 
feathers due to the short nose moment and the need 
to keep things light back there. The tail booms are 
hollow made from the same material as the wing 
skins then rolled and thermo set with no internal 
structure. 

Wings struts are load bearing and necessary. U/C is 
of sprung trailing link design which soaks up rough 
strips and lets the pilot get away with murder on 
landing! 

Yes there is a working hopper in there. A two servo, 
rotating gate arrangement lets MDF wood dust flow 
for two extended runs down the strip. MDF dust is 
free and plentiful from your local cabinet maker-they 
pay to dump it! 

It flows well, is highly visible, doesn't hurt electrical 
or air frame and hangs in the air and did I mention 
its free? 

As far as flying characteristics: 

Stable, responsive, no weird tendencies and a delight 
to fly. Has a wide flight envelope ranging from prop 
barking beat ups to slow, glacial wing overs. Very 
tight maneuvering and short field performance. Stall 
is straight ahead with full roll authority thanks to the 
Frise ailerons hinged below the bottom surface of the 
wing and the wing fences either side of the booms. 
She does demand absolute attention on slow       
approaches with descent controlled with throttle. A 

throttle bump rounds out but flare too high and the 
drop is sudden and unforgiving (yes those are tyre 
marks under the stub wing!).  

To sum up: 

This aircraft is just fun to fly, its different and is     
actually beautiful if you stare at it long enough. It's a 
slice of Kiwiana that is slipping from the collective 
memory of NZ Aviation. This brings the Airtruk back 
to life and reinvigorates memories of times past. 

But most importantly for me she is a tangible       
connection to a top bloke and mentor whom I love 
and miss daily. 

(PS- there is a 163 inch 400 Fletcher nearing comple-
tion, a story for another time. The sickness is real!) 
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Thank you to 
Gary Wilson for 
the script and 
build photos 
and to Ross 
Gray for the 
other photos. 
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Wellington 
Heli Fun Fly 

 
10-11-12 March 

 

9am - 5pm 

 

Wellington Model Aeroplane Club,  
Seddon Rifle Range, Trentham. 

 

All skills welcome 
All helis welcome 

 

Pilot registration $25 for Sat and Sun. (Incl 
Sat lunch) 

 
Free admission to  

all non/pilots,  
Spectators. 

 
Rego form on  

Facebook 

First and foremost, I would like to offer the following 
thanks: 

The whole Engelbrecht family for putting on the 
Mountain Rotors Helicopter Fun Fly, this was truly a 
family affair. I do however have to challenge the 
name because I never saw a single mountain the 
whole weekend. You guys need to get into real      
estate, you’d be good at it. 

The landowner and Platinum Lodge for allowing site 
access. 

Kevin Foote from Hobby Hangar for providing the 
various spot prizes. 

Allan Beck for the tour of his amazing facilities (more 
on that later). 

I know that many parts of New Zealand have been 
hammered by the weather of late and I got a taste of 
that heading to Stratford on Friday while passing 
through Wanganui. I drove through what I only     
describe as a ‘monsoon’, but fortuitously the weather 
was a little more subdued on arrival at Stratford.  

One of the things that I really enjoy about events 
such as these, is the interesting personalities that it 
brings together. It’s hard to beat meeting up with 
birds of a feather and the good times that ensue.  
Friday night was no different with a group of us    
getting together at the TET MultiSports Centre,    
Stadium Restaurant & Bar for dinner and a great 
meal and a few laughs were had by all. After dinner, 
the idea of night flying over the outdoor turf under 
the floodlights came up. To be fair, the windsock on 
the adjacent building didn’t do anything to discourage 
our errand thoughts. Paul Clegg would have          

Ivan explained 
the mechanics 
of the BK17 to 
the younger 
enthusiasts 
there. 

Ivan  
admiring 

the  
incredible 

scale  
helicopters 

built by 
Chris Bell 

of  
Auckland. 

MOUNTAIN ROTORS HELICOPTER FUN FLY -  
STRATFORD. February 4th and 5th 2023 - by Mike Bron 
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MOUNTAIN ROTORS HELICOPTER FUN FLY STRATFORD.  

approved, I am sure. 

Saturday 

I am told that there were 18 pilots in attendance and 
I counted 44 helicopters in the line-up from the 
drone footage. Great turnout of both! 

The day did start out a bit watery but luckily ended 
up a stunning day albeit marred with strong winds. 
This did nothing to deter us from proceeding and a 
great day was had by all. After pilots briefing and the 
obligatory helicopter and pilot photos we were 
cleared for take-off. 

Lunchtime saw us get together and have an awards 
ceremony and spot prize presentation. George 
Schneider ran and provided the chocolates for the 

hover contest, spot prizes from Hobby Hangar and 
chocolate bars donated by the Englebrecht family 
were awarded for noteworthy contributions to the 
event. 

Rather than creating a massive monologue, here is 
the highlight reel of the day: 

Dave Bettany won the ‘blonde’ award for crashing 
his helicopter on the very first flight of the week-
end (forgetting to select the flight mode on his ra-
dio and proceeded to invert it). 

Chris Ball won the ‘gold’ award for the best in 
show with his Allan Beck replica scale Bell 204 UH1 
Iroquois (did I get that right Chris)?. Truly      
amazing replica of the original and all credit to 
Chris’s stunning work and dedication. 

Oldest helicopter award went to George Schneider 
(come to think of it that may have been for the 
oldest pilot?). 

Martin Engelbrecht was flying his 230S and 
crashed it in the long grass only to have the      
battery eject at a rapid rate of knots and camou-
flage itself in the long grass. This had virtually    
everyone searching in grid formation through the 

field to find it. This reminded me of the time at    
Hamilton where we did the same for Gavin Reads 
TREX 450 when he lost it. Actually, Gavin won the 
‘smarty pants’ award for finding Martin’s battery. 

Stephen Engelbrecht managed to complete his first 
loop and in the excitement of repeating it for Martin 
crashed his TREX in the process. I've never seen 
someone crash like that before and have a grin from 
ear to ear afterwards! 

George ran his famous hover contest where contest-
ants hover for 30 seconds and are scored on their 
ability to take off and land closest to the 30 second 
mark. Great fun and thank you George for running 
this and the chocolaty prizes that you handed out to 
the participants.  

Matt Jones made a brief appearance and although 
apparently he was rusty (not having flown since the 
Rotorua Fun Fly in October) but produced the most 
amazing flights that I have ever seen him fly. Matt is 
one of the most naturally talented pilots that I know 
and one I personally love watching him fly. I’ll take 
your ‘rusty’ flights over my ‘crusty’ ones any day 
Matt! 

Ivan Huntley and Lovely Linda made the journey 
from Levin to join us. It was a true honour for me to 
buddy box Ivan as he convalesces through his recent 
stroke to get back to full flying health. Get well soon 
buddy, we miss you at the field. 

Sunday 

The weather gods didn’t look too favourably on us 
with the wind picking up significantly and the threat 
of rain loomed strongly. Only the brave ‘sacked up’ 
and flew, with the rest of us opting to pack down the 
event in preparations for visiting Beck Helicopters. 

Beck Helicopters 
Beck Helicopters are currently the longest serving 
helicopter operator in New Zealand established in 
1972 and operate the largest capacity agricultural 
helicopters in New Zealand. They currently operate 
three Bell 204 UH1 Iroquois helicopters and one Bell 
206 Jet Ranger helicopter on numerous types of   
Agricultural, Fire Fighting, Construction, Utility and 
Passenger Transport Operations throughout New 
Zealand and have had limited operations in Australia 
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MOUNTAIN ROTORS HELICOPTER FUN FLY STRATFORD.  

(fire fighting). Beck Helicopters was the first          
helicopter operator in New Zealand to be awarded the 
prestigious New Zealand Helicopter Association Gold 
Safety Award. 

Allan was incredibly accommodating for us to visit his 
facility and gave up time in his weekend to take us for 
a tour of his facility. Allan is a down to earth Kiwi 
bloke who started off with humble beginnings and cre-
ated his dream with hard work and a can-do    atti-
tude. Allan is the epitome of success, is generous as 
the day is long and is such an inspiration. Hearing him 
talk and seeing his operation was certainly up there 
for highlights of the weekend for me. Allan’s facility is 
a sight to behold, and his knowledge of the industry 
could well be unrivalled (my head was     certainly 
spinning with all the facts and figures that he was able 
to recite from memory). Allan also answered the 
many, many questions we threw him and his whole 
presentation was delivered with a great sense of    
humor. 

Parting words. As great as the weekend was, it was only bested by 
the people who attended this event to create a great culture and 
atmosphere. I am truly blessed to be able to be part of something 
as great as this hobby and most people within it. 

Well, that’s about it from me. Apologies for the length of the read, 
but it was an action-
packed,    fun-filled 
and enjoyable week-
end. 

Looking forward to the 
Wellington Fun Fly in 
22 sleeps time. Gavin 
Rhodes, I hope you 
boys have big things 
planned because the 
bar has now been set 
high! 

L8TRS. Mike. 
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One Liners: 
The grim reaper came for me last night and I beat 
him off with a vacuum cleaner. Talk about Dyson 
with death. 

Paddy says “Mick, I’m thinking of buying a Labrador. 
“Really,” says Mick “Have you seen how many of 
their owners go blind?” 

I saw a poor old lady fall over today on the ice! At 
least I presume she was poor - she only at $2.50 in 
her purse. 

I woke up last night to find the ghost of Gloria    
Gaynor standing at the foot of my bed. At firest I 
was afraid … then I was petrified. 

The wife has been missing a week now. Police said 
to prepare for the worst so I have been to the charity 
shop to get all her clothes back. 

I went to the cemetery yesterday to lay some flowers 
on a grave. As I was standing there I noticed 4 grave 
diggers walking about with a coffin, 3 hours later and 
they’re still walking about with it.  I though to myself, 
they have lost the plot. 

My daughter asked me for a pet spider for her birth-
day, so I went to our local pet shop and they were 
$70! “Blow this,” I thought, “I can get one cheaper 
off the web.” 

There was a lot of bovine interest 
in the pilots briefing at Levin 

Glider Fun Fly 

Expo - Paul Clegg chats with a member 
of the public who, like many, were 

drawn to our stand of varied types of 
models 

Avro Lancaster aircraft un-
der construction at the A V 

Roe & Co Ltd factory at 
Woodford in Cheshire, 

1943. 
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Reflections of 

a Boomer  
Uncle Joe 

 
 

I’ve seen fire and I’ve seen rain 
I’ve been through the desert on a horse with no name. 

 
I’ve gone to Kansas City, I sung in the sunshine. 

I’ve been on the road again, with Georgia on my mind. 
 

Like a rolling stone, I’ve given peace a chance. 
I’ve put a camel to bed and danced the last dance. 

 
Mr Tambourine man played a song for me,  
I’ve whispered words of wisdom, let it be. 

 
I’ve fallen into a burning ring of fire and walked the line, 
To all the girls I’ve loved before, you were always on my 

mind. 
 

I’ve been everywhere, I’ve been so lonesome I could cry, 
I’ve driven my Chevy to the levee when the levee was 

dry. 
 

I’ve been to Itchy coo Park in a yellow submarine, 
I’ve made the scene in a time machine. 

 
I’ve done the Hokey Pokey and turned myself around. 

I’ve welcomed baby back to the poor side of town. 
 

I’ve followed the tracks of my tears down a long and 
winding road. 

I’ve kept on searching for a heart of gold. 
 

I’ve sought shelter from the storm,  
I’ve sat on the dock of the bay. 

I’ve rocked around the clock, on a sunshiny day. 
 

I’ve knocked on Heaven’s door, while blowing in the wind. 
Joy to the world, those were the days my friend. 

 
Lay lady lay, in crimson and clover. 

It’s been a hard day’s night, the party’s over. 

Most people have a camera on their phone—use it and share the photos. 

Let us know about your builds, your repairs, your ideas etc. 

A NEWSletter comes from North, East,  

West and South! Make it happen—this is your clubs newsletter. 

Wanted—Photos etc 

Thank you to those people who have  
contributed to this publication, your           

contribution makes this  
your newsletter. 

Email either 
editor@aeroneers.com 

levinmodelclub@gmail.com 

mailto:editor@aeroneers.com?subject=servo%20chatter
mailto:levinmodelclub@gmail.com?subject=servo%20chatter


Patrons: Tracey Martin and Keryn Whitney  
 

President: Maurice Job 
Phone 021670689. president@aeroneers.com 
 

Treasurer: Greg Findon,  

Phone  06 3561571. treasurer@aeroneers.com 
 

Secretary and Club Captain: Tama Randell  

Phone 027 2920363. secretary@aeroneers.com 

Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com 
 
 

Committee: 
Len Ruby 

Peter Vining 

Merv George 
 

Servo Chatter Editor and Website Updates: 
Linda Lambess, Phone 06 3626446, 021 2106139 

editor@aeroneers.com 

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every care is taken to 
ensure accuracy, but the club will not be responsible for the content of advertisements or any material contained  therein. The editor 
reserves the right of publication.   

THE COMMITTEE 

Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com 
Club Flying Site: End of Spur Road West, Colyton. 

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com 
Club Facebook: Palmerston North Aeroneers 

Please pay any committee member or online to  
Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00  

Palmerston North Aeroneers.    
Don’t forget to include your name in the details box. 
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise Greg of your 
payment. 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Patron:  Mr Carl Lutz 

President:  Kevin Daly  0274463822 

Secretary: Linda Lambess 06 362 6446, 021 210 6139 

Treasurer: Ivan Huntley 06 362 6446, 021 210 6138 

Club Captain: John Curtis  
Committee: 

Tony Parkinson 063680199,   

Des Richards 022 108 3176.  

Brian Stewart 

Bryan Treloar 
Servo Chatter Editor and website. 

Linda Lambess, Phone 06 3626446, 021 2106139 

Club Email: levinmodelclub@gmail.com 
Club Flying Site: Lutz Road, off Tararua Rd, RD1, Levin  

Club Website: www.sporty.co.nz/Levinmodelplanes/ 

Due March 2023 MFNZ LMAC Total 

Family $100 $30.00 $130 

Senior $95 $30.00 $125 

Junior $30 $30.00 $60 

MFW only $25   

1 month member-

ship to MFNZ 
$20    

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS THE COMMITTEE 

Please pay online to  
03 0667 0029143 000 Levin Model Aeroplane Club 

don’t forget to include your name in the details box. 

Palmerston North Aeroneers 
Club information 

Levin Model Aeroplane Club 
Club information 

Midweek flying is every Tuesday with the reserve day being Thursday, following  exceptions. 
Our midweek flying policy has when stat holiday are observed on a Monday or any other day during the week 
this becomes the midweek flying day, this allows those members who are still working the opportunity to have 
a fly midweek. 
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Due March 2023 MFNZ PN Aeroneers 

Family $100 $75 

Senior $95 $75 

Junior $30 $20 

MFW Mag only $25 $25 

MFNZ Life   

PNA Life $95  

Associate  $75 

Life, Mag only   

mailto:https://www.facebook.com/PalmerstonNorthAeroneers/
https://www.aeroneers.com/
https://www.facebook.com/PalmerstonNorthAeroneers/
mailto:treasurer@aeroneers.com
mailto:levinmodelclub@gmail.com
https://www.sporty.co.nz/Levinmodelplanes/

